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ON SOME REPRESENTATIONS OF DEGENERATE AFFINE
HECKE ALGEBRAS OF TYPE BCn
XIAOGUANG MA
1. Introduction
The degenerate affine Hecke algebra (dAHA) of any finite Coxeter group was
defined by Drinfeld and Lusztig([Dri],[Lus]). It is generated by the group algebra
of the Coxeter group and by the commuting generators yi with some relations.
In [AS], the authors give a Lie-theoretic construction of representations of the
dAHA of type An−1. They construct a functor from the BGG category of slN
to the category of finite dimensional representations of the dAHA of type An−1.
They also describe the image of some modules, e.g. the Verma modules, under
this functor. In [CEE], this construction is generalized from the BGG category to
the category of slN -bimodules and is upgraded to a Lie-theoretic construction of
representations of degenerate double affine Hecke algebra (dDAHA) of type An−1.
In [EFM], the authors generalize the Lie-theoretic constructions in [AS] and
[CEE] to the type BCn root system. They construct a functor:
Fn,p,µ : glN -modules → finite dimensional representations of dAHA oftype BCn with special parameters,
M 7→ (M ⊗ (CN )⊗n)k0,µ,
where k0 is the subalgebra of glp × glq generated by trace zero matrices and µ ∈ C.
They also upgrade this construction to the dDAHA of type BCn.
In this paper, we first compute the dimension of the image of the principle series
module Hpi⊗ν under the functor Fn,p,µ. Then we construct a family of vectors such
that they are common eigenvectors of the commutative generators {yi} of the type
BCn dAHA. Then we prove the main result (Theorem 4.7) which descirbes the
dAHA module structure of Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν). In the rank 1 case, we also write down
an explicit formula for the generator y1 in terms of central elements of U(g). We
calculate the eigenvalue of y1 by using the central characters.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some basic knowledge
about principal series modules, representations of unitary groups, representations
of symmetric groups and the Schur-Weyl duality. In Section 3, we recall some
results in [AS] and [EFM]. In Section 4, we compute the dimension of the image
of the functor Fn,p,µ for a principal series module of U(p, q), construct a family of
common eigenvectors for {yi} and prove the main result of the paper. In Section
5, we consider the case when the rank of type BCn dAHA is 1. We use the central
character of the principal series modules to compute the eigenvalue of y1.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Principal series modules for real reductive Lie groups. Let G be a
reductive Lie group and K be its maximal compact subgroup. Let g
R
and k
R
be the real Lie algebras of G and K, respectively. For g
R
, we have the Cartan
decomposition g
R
= k
R
⊕ p. Let a ⊂ p be the maximal abelian algebra in p. Let A
be the corresponding connected Lie group. Denote by M the centralizer of A in K.
Under the adjoint action of a on g
R
, we have a weight decomposition g
R
=
⊕
λ g(λ).
The weight λ such that g(λ) 6= 0 is called a restricted root of a in g. Let ∆res be
the set of all restricted roots. Let n+ = ⊕λ∈∆res
+
g(λ) and N be the corresponding
Lie group. We have the Iwasawa decomposition G = K ×A×N .
For any element ν ∈ a∗
C
, we define a character of A by
ν(expX) = exp ν(X), for X ∈ a.
We will denote ν(a) by aν for any a ∈ A. Let (π,W ) be a finite dimensional
irreducible representation of M . Define the space
Hpi⊗ν = {f : G→W |f is measurable, f |K is square integrable,
and for all m ∈M,a ∈ A, n ∈ N, g ∈ G, f(gman) = a−(ν+ρ)π(m−1)f(g)}.
We define the representation ιpi⊗ν of G on Hpi⊗ν by
ιpi⊗ν(g)f(x) = f(g
−1x), g, x ∈ G.
This representation is called the principal series representation ofG with parameters
π and ν. It is easy to see that:
ιpi⊗ν = Ind
G
MAN (π ⊗ ν ⊗ 1).
The principal series representations have the following nice properties which are
used later.
Proposition 2.1 (See [Vog]). (1) The principal series representation is an ad-
missible representation of G. Every irreducible admissible representation of
G is infinitesimally equivalent to a composition factor of a principal series
representation of G.
(2) The restriction of the principal series module to K is the induced represen-
tation from the representation π of M to K, i.e. we have
ResGKHpi⊗ν = Ind
K
MW.
In particular, ResGKHpi⊗ν does not depend on ν.
2.2. Principal series modules for U(p, q). From now on, we will use the follow-
ing notations. Let p, q be two positive integers and N = p + q. Without loss of
generality, we suppose q ≥ p. Let G = U(p, q) and K = U(p)×U(q) be its maximal
compact subgroup. Let g
R
be the real Lie algebra of G, and g = glN . Let kR be the
real Lie algebra of K, and k = glp × glq.
The Cartan decomposition of g
R
is given by g
R
= k
R
⊕ p, where
p = {M ∈MatN×N (C)|M =
(
0 B
B¯t 0
)
, where B ∈ Matp×q(C)}.
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Then by direct computation, we can find that
a = Rp = {

 0 D 0D 0 0
0 0 0

 |D = diag(a1, . . . , ap), ai ∈ R}.
Let M˜ = U(1)× U(1)× . . .× U(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
2p times
×U(q − p). The centralizer of A in K is a
subgroup of M˜ :
M = ∆(U(1)× U(1)× . . .× U(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
)×U(q−p) ∼= U(1)× U(1)× . . .× U(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
×U(q−p),
where ∆ : U(1)× U(1)× . . .× U(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
→ U(1)× U(1)× . . .× U(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
2p times
is the diagonal
embedding. Let A be the Lie group corresponding to a. The restricted roots and
the basis for the root spaces are given in table 1.
Table 1. Restricted roots and restricted root spaces for U(p, q)
Restricted roots Basis for the restricted root spaces gλ
λ = ai − aj v1ij = (Ei,j − Ej,i) + (Ep+i,p+j − Ep+j,p+i) + (Ei,p+j +
Ep+j,i) + (Ej,p+i + Ep+i,j),
(1 ≤ i < j ≤ p) w1ij =
√−1(Ei,j + Ej,i) +
√−1(Ep+i,p+j + Ep+j,p+i) +√−1(Ei,p+j − Ep+j,i)−
√−1(Ej,p+i − Ep+i,j).
λ = aj − ai v2ij = (Ei,j − Ej,i) + (Ep+i,p+j − Ep+j,p+i) − (Ei,p+j +
Ep+j,i) − (Ej,p+i + Ep+i,j),
(1 ≤ i < j ≤ p) w2ij =
√−1(Ei,j + Ej,i) +
√−1(Ep+i,p+j + Ep+j,p+i) −√−1(Ei,p+j − Ep+j,i) +
√−1(Ej,p+i − Ep+i,j).
λ = ai + aj v
3
ij = (Ei,j − Ej,i) − (Ep+i,p+j − Ep+j,p+i) − (Ei,p+j +
Ep+j,i) + (Ej,p+i + Ep+i,j),
(1 ≤ i < j ≤ p) w3ij =
√−1(Ei,j + Ej,i) −
√−1(Ep+i,p+j + Ep+j,p+i) −√−1(Ei,p+j − Ep+j,i)−
√−1(Ej,p+i − Ep+i,j).
λ = −ai − aj v4ij = (Ei,j − Ej,i) − (Ep+i,p+j − Ep+j,p+i) + (Ei,p+j +
Ep+j,i) − (Ej,p+i + Ep+i,j),
(1 ≤ i < j ≤ p) w4ij =
√−1(Ei,j + Ej,i) −
√−1(Ep+i,p+j + Ep+j,p+i) +√−1(Ei,p+j − Ep+j,i) +
√−1(Ej,p+i − Ep+i,j).
λ = ai v
5
ij = (Ep+i,p+j − Ep+j,p+i) + (Ei,p+j + Ep+j,i),
(1 ≤ i ≤ p, j > p) w5ij =
√−1(Ep+i,p+j +Ep+j,p+i)+
√−1(Ei,p+j −Ep+j,i).
λ = −ai v6ij = (Ep+i,p+j − Ep+j,p+i)− (Ei,p+j + Ep+j,i),
(1 ≤ i ≤ p, j > p) w6ij =
√−1(Ep+i,p+j +Ep+j,p+i)−
√−1(Ei,p+j −Ep+j,i).
λ = 2ai, (1 ≤ i ≤ p) v7i =
√−1(Ep+i,p+i − Ei,i) +
√−1(Ei,p+i − Ep+i,i).
λ = −2ai, (1 ≤ i ≤ p) w7i = −
√−1(Ep+i,p+i − Ei,i) +
√−1(Ei,p+i − Ep+i,i).
Remark 2.2. In the future, we will choose ∆res+ = {aj − ai, −ai− aj , −ai, −2ai}
as the set of positive restricted roots when p 6= q. When p = q, we will choose
∆res+ = {aj − ai, −ai − aj , −2ai} as the set of positive restricted roots. We will
denote n+ = ⊕λ∈∆res
+
g(λ).
2.3. Representation theory for unitary groups. The representation theory
of the unitary group U(n) is the same as the representation theory of GLn(C).
All the finite dimensional irreducible unitary representations of U(n) is classi-
fied by the dominant weight, i.e. by a sequence of integers ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξn)
with ξ1 ≥ ξ2 ≥ · · · ≥ ξn. Denote an irreducible module with weight ξ by V (ξ).
We can see the following conclusions immediately.
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i) The finite dimensional irreducible representations of M˜ have the form:
p⊗
i=1
V (αi)⊗
p⊗
i=1
V (βi)⊗ V (ξ)
where αi and βi are integers and ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξq−p) is a dominant weight.
As a representation of M , it is
p⊗
i=1
V (αi + βi)⊗ V (ξ),
which is irreducible, and all finite dimensional irreducible representations
of M have this form.
ii) As the vector representation of U(N), CN = V (1, 0, . . . , 0). Denote it by VN
and denote the trivial module by 1. If we restrict the vector representation
to M˜ in the natural way, we have a decomposition :
(1) CN = V 11 ⊕ · · · ⊕ V 2p1 ⊕ Vq−p,
where V i1 = 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1⊗ V1 ⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 is the irreducible representation
of M˜ with V1 appearing on the i-th component of the tensor product.
2.4. Irreducible representations of symmetric groups. Let Sm be the sym-
metric group. It is well known that all its irreducible representations are in 1 − 1
correspondence to the partitions of the integer m.
In fact, for each partition λ = (λ1, . . . , λs) of m, we have an irreducible rep-
resentation of Sm, denoted by Sλ, which is called the Specht module. Any finite
dimensional irreducible representation of Sm is isomorphic to such a module and
we have
dλ := dimS
λ =
m!
Π
|λ|
k=1hk(λ)
,
where hk(λ) is the hook length of the Young diagram corresponding to λ, and
|λ| =∑si=1 λi. For more details, see [Ful].
Let Sλ be the Specht module corresponding to the partition λ. Consider the
Jucys-Murphy elements
Ls =
∑
j<s
Ssj , for s = 2, . . . ,m, and L1 = 0.
These elements commute, and Murphy [Mur] constructed a basis of Sλ consisting
of common eigenvectors for Ls. Now let us recall the construction of such basis.
Let {Ti}dλi=1 be set of the standard Young tableaux with shape λ. For an element
at position (k, l) in a standard Young tableau, its class is defined to be l − k. Let
αi,s for i = 1, . . . , n be the class of the position where i sits in Ts. For example, if
we consider the standard Young tableau T1:
T1 =
1 2 3 · · · n1
n1+1 n1+2 · · · n1+n2
· · · · · · · · ·
· · · m
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and put the class in the boxes, we get:
0 1 2 · · · · · · n1−1
−1 0 1 · · · n2−2
−2 −1 · · ·
· · · m−s
In fact, in this case, we have:
αi,1 = i− (λ1 + · · ·+ λk−1)− k, for λ1 + · · ·+ λk−1 < i ≤ λ1 + · · ·+ λk.
Let es = eTs =
∑
σ∈CTs
sgn(σ)σ{Ts} be the standard basis for Sλ, where CTs is
the column permutations of Ts which is a subgroup of Sm, sgn is the sign function
of the permutation σ, and {Ts} is the element in Sλ corresponding to the standard
Young tableau Ts. Define
Es =
m−1∏
c=−m+1
∏
{i|αi,s 6=c,i≤m}
c− Li
c− αi,s .
Then we know from [Mur] that {ws|ws = Eses} is a basis for Sλ, and Liws = αi,sws.
Now define a new family of operators as follows:
Lˆi =
∑
i<j
Sij , for i = 1, . . . ,m− 1, and Lˆm = 0.
We have the following lemma:
Lemma 2.3. Let σ =
∏[m
2
]
i=1 Si(m−i+1). Then wˆs = σEses are common eigenvectors
of Lˆi for i = 1, . . . ,m, s = 1, . . . , dλ. The eigenvalues are
αˆi,s = αm−i+1,s for i 6= m, and αˆm,s = 0.
Proof. Notice that Lˆi = σLm−i+1σ. So
Lˆiwˆs = σLm−i+1Eses = αm−i+1,sσEses = αˆi,swˆs.

2.5. Schur-Weyl duality. Let V = CN be the vector representation of G =
GL(N,C). Let Sm act on V ⊗m by permutation and G act on it diagonally.
Then from the duality principle, we have that as an (Sm ×G)-module,
V ⊗m =
⊕
|λ|=m, height of λ≤N
V (λ) ⊗ Sλ,
where Sλ is the Specht module of Sm corresponding to λ and V (λ) is the highest
weight representation of G corresponding to λ.
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3. The Lie-theoretic construction of representations of the
degenerate affine Hecke algebras
3.1. Degenerate affine Hecke algebras. In this section, let us recall the defini-
tion of degenerate affine Hecke algebras. For more details, see [Ch].
Let h be a finite dimensional real vector space with a positive definite symmetric
bilinear form (·, ·). Let {ǫi} be a basis for h such that (ǫi, ǫj) = δij . Let R be an
irreducible root system in h (possibly non-reduced). Let R+ be the set of positive
roots of R, and let Π = {αi} be the set of simple roots. For any root α, the
corresponding coroot is α∨ = 2α/(α, α). Let P = Hom
Z
(Q∨,Z) be the weight
lattice.
Let W be the Weyl group of R which is generated by Σ, the set of reflections
in W . Let Sα ∈ Σ be the reflection corresponding to the root α. In particular, we
write Si for the simple reflections Sαi .
Definition 3.1. For any conjugation invariant function κ : Σ→ C, the degenerate
affine Hecke algebra (dAHA) H(κ) is the quotient of the free product CW ∗ Sh by
the relations
Siy − ySiSi = κ(Si)αi(y), y ∈ h.
Here are two examples.
Example 3.2 (dAHA of type An−1). In this case, κ reduces to a complex param-
eter. The dAHA of type An−1, Hn(κ), is generated by CSn, and y1, . . . , yn with
relations:
n∑
i=1
yi = 0; [Si, yj] = 0, ∀j 6= i, i+ 1; [yi, yj] = 0; Siyi − yi+1Si = κ.
For any c 6= 0, we have an isomorphism Hn(κ) ∼= Hn(cκ).
Example 3.3 (dAHA of type BCn). The function κ reduces to two parameters
κ = (κ1, κ2).
Let WBCn = Sn ⋉ (Z2)n be the Weyl group of type BCn. We denote by Sij the
reflection in this group corresponding to the root ǫi − ǫj , and by γi the reflection
corresponding to ǫi. Then W is generated by Si = Si(i+1), i = 1, . . . , n− 1, and γn.
The type BCn dAHA Hn(κ1, κ2) is generated by y1, . . . , yn and CWBCn with
relations:
Siyi − yi+1Si = κ1; [Si, yj] = 0, ∀j 6= i, i+ 1;
γnyn + ynγn = κ2; [γn, yj ] = 0, ∀j 6= n; [yi, yj ] = 0.
For any c 6= 0, we have an isomorphism Hn(κ1, κ2) ∼= Hn(cκ1, cκ2).
3.2. Type An−1 case. Consider the Harish-Chandra pair (slN × slN , slN ), where
slN ⊂ slN × slN is the diagonal. Let g = slN and let HC(g) be the category of
Harish-Chandra bimodules, i.e. the category of g-bimodules which are locally finite
under the adjoint action of g.
For any M ∈ HC(g), we define
Fn(M) = (M ⊗ (CN )⊗n)g,
where g acts on M by the adjoint action and acts on CN by the vector represen-
tation. Let the An−1-type Weyl group Sn act on Fn(M) by permutation of the
components of (CN )⊗n.
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Let {bk} be an othonormal basis for g and define
yi = −
∑
k
bk ⊗ (bk)i −
∑
1≤j<i
Sij − n− 1
2
,
where Sij ∈ Sn is the permutation (i, j), and the action of bk ⊗ (bk)i on Fn(M) is
defined by letting the first bk act onX and the second one act on the i-th component
of (CN )⊗n by vector representation. Then we have the following results.
Theorem 3.4 ([AS]). Fn defines a functor from the category of Harish-Chandra
bimodules to the category of finite dimensional Hn(−1)-modules.
Remark 3.5. This is not quite the original statement of the paper [AS]. In fact,
they constructed a functor from the BGG category for gl(n) to the category of finite
dimensional Hn(−1)-modules. We can obtain the functor in [AS] by composing the
Bernstein-Gelfand functor [BG] (from the BGG category to the category of Harish-
Chandra bimodules) with Fn. Arakawa and Suzuki showed that the functor they
constructed is exact. They also studied the images of the standard modules in the
BGG category under this functor. For more details, see [AS].
3.3. Type BCn case. Let us recall the construction of the functor Fn,p,µ in [EFM].
Let CN be the vector representation of g. Let M be a g-module. Define
Fn,p,µ(M) = (M⊗ (CN )⊗n)k0,µ,
where k0 is the subalgebra in k = glp × glq consisting of trace zero elements and
(k0, µ)-invariants means for all x ∈ k0, xv = µχ(x)v. Here χ is a character of k
defined in [EFM]:
χ(
(
X1 0
0 0
)
) = qtrX1 − ptrX2.
The Weyl group WBCn acts on Fn,p,µ(M) in the following way: the element Sij
acts by exchanging the i-th and j-th factors, and γi acts by multiplying the i-th
factor by J =
(
Ip
−Iq
)
(here we regardM as the 0-th factor).
Define elements y˜k ∈ End(Fn,p,µ(M)) as follows:
(2) y˜k = −
∑
i|j
Ei,j ⊗ (Ej,i)k, for k = 1, . . . , n,
where
∑
i|j =
∑p
i=1
∑n
j=p+1+
∑p
j=1
∑n
i=p+1, the first component acts on M and
the second component acts on the k-th factor of the tensor product.
Theorem 3.6 ([EFM]). The above action of W and the elements y˜k given by (2)
combine into a representation of the degenerate affine Hecke algebra H(κ1, κ2) on
the space Fn,p,µ(M), with κ1 =
p− q − µN
2
, κ2 = 1 and
yi = y˜i +
p− q − µN
2
γi +
1
2
∑
k>i
Sik − 1
2
∑
k<i
Sik +
1
2
∑
i6=k
Sikγiγk.
So we have a functor Fn,p,µ from the the category of g-modules to the category of
representations of type BCn dAHA with such parameters.
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Since we know that the principal series module Hpi⊗ν is an admissible G-module,
the Harish-Chandra part (or the K-finite part) (Hpi⊗ν)HC is a (g,K)-module. So
we can apply the functor Fn,p,ν to (Hpi⊗ν)HC . Since the functor only depends on
the (k0, µ)-invariant part, Fn,p,ν((Hpi⊗ν)HC) = Fn,p,ν(Hpi⊗ν).
In the next several sections, we will study the module Fn,p,ν(Hpi⊗ν).
4. Images of principal series modules under Fn,p,µ
Let K, M be the subgroups of U(p, q) defined in section 2.2. Now let (π,W ) be
an irreducible unitary representation of M with the form
(3) W = V (n1)⊗ · · · ⊗ V (np)⊗ V (ξ),
where ni’s are integers and ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξq−p) is a dominant weight for U(q − p).
Let ν = (ν1, . . . , νp) ∈ a∗
C
. Notice that k = k0 + u(1), and for any X ∈ u(1) ⊂ k,
the action on Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν) is given by
Xv = (
p∑
i=1
ni +
q−p∑
i=1
ξi + n)v, ∀v ∈ Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν).
Let τ =
1
N
(
∑p
i=1 ni +
∑q−p
i=1 ξi + n) and define 1ϑ to be a 1-dimensional repre-
sentation of K with character ϑ = −µχ− τ . From the definition of the character χ
of k in [EFM], we have
ϑ(
(
K1 0
0 K2
)
) = −µ(qtrK1 − ptrK2)− τ(tr (K1) + tr (K2)).
In order to make µχ lifted to a unitary group character for K, we assume µp, µq ∈ Z
from now on.
It is easy to see that
Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν) = (Hpi⊗ν ⊗ (CN )⊗n)k0,µ ∼= (Hpi⊗ν ⊗ (CN )⊗n ⊗ 1ϑ)K .
Remark 4.1. We can omit the condition that µp, µq ∈ Z if we consider the uni-
versal covering of the group U(p, q). For simplicity, we assume this condition in the
future discussion.
4.1. Dimension of the image. By Frobenius reciprocity and proposition 2.1, we
can easily see that
(Hpi⊗ν ⊗ (CN )⊗n ⊗ 1ϑ)K I≃ (ResGK(Hpi⊗ν ⊗ (CN )⊗n)⊗ 1ϑ)K
II≃ (IndKM (W )⊗ ResGK(CN )⊗n ⊗ 1ϑ)K
III≃ (W ⊗ (CN )⊗n ⊗ 1ϑ)M
For any elements in (Hpi⊗ν ⊗ (CN )⊗n ⊗ 1ϑ)K , it is a linear combination of f ⊗ v
where f is a W -valued function on G and v ∈ (CN )⊗n ⊗ 1ϑ. The isomorphisms
I, II tell us that such an element only depends on f |K ⊗ v. The isomorphism III
comes from the Frobenius reciprocity. Then we have the following:
Lemma 4.2. We have an isomorphism of vector spaces:
(Hpi⊗ν ⊗ (CN )⊗n)k0,µ → (W ⊗ (CN )⊗n ⊗ 1ϑ)M ,∑
f ⊗ v 7→
∑
f |K(e)⊗ v ⊗ 1ϑ,
where 1ϑ is a nonzero element in 1ϑ.
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Let
Ψ = {(α1, β1, . . . , αp, βp, n0)|∀i, αi ≥ 0, βi ≥ 0, n0 ≥ 0,
p∑
i=1
(αi + βi) + n0 = n}.
From (1), we have
ResGM (C
N )⊗n =
⊕
Ψ
p⊗
i=1
V (αi + βi)⊗ (Vq−p)⊗n0 ,
and so we have
W ⊗ ResGM (CN )⊗n =
⊕
Ψ
p⊗
i=1
V (ni + αi + βi)⊗
(
V (ξ)⊗ (Vq−p)⊗n0
)
.
Now let Sn0 be the subgroup of Sn generated by permutation of the elements in
(Vq−p)
⊗n0 = (Cq−p)⊗n0 ⊂ (CN )⊗n. From the Schur-Weyl duality, we know that as
a (gl(q − p)× Sn0)-module, we have
V ⊗n0q−p
∼=
⊕
λ∈P
V (λ) ⊗ Sλ,
where P is the set of dominant weights appear in the V ⊗n0q−p as a gl(q − p)-module.
So we have
(W ⊗ ResGM (CN )⊗n ⊗ 1ϑ)M
=
⊕
Ψ;λ∈P
(
p⊗
i=1
V (ni + αi + βi)⊗ V (ξ)⊗ V (λ)⊗ 1ϑ
)M
⊗ Sλ.
Since
ϑ|M = (−µ(q − p)− 2τ, . . . ,−µ(q − p)− 2τ︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
, µp− τ, . . . , µp− τ︸ ︷︷ ︸
q−p times
),
the vector space
⊗p
i=1 V (ni + αi + βi) ⊗ V (ξ) ⊗ V (λ) ⊗ 1ϑ contains M -invariants
if and only if
(1) V (ni + αi + βi − µ(q − p)− 2τ) are trivial modules for i = 1, . . . , p;
(2) V (λ) is the dual representation of V (ξ1 + µp− τ, . . . , ξq−p + µp− τ).
Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. Let W be an irreducible representation of M with the form (3).
(i) Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν) = (Hpi⊗ν ⊗ (CN )⊗n)k0,µ 6= 0 if and only if the parameters
ni, ξi satisfy the following conditions:
(a) all (ni − µ(q − p)− 2τ)’s are non-positive integers;
(b) (ξ1+µp− τ, . . . , ξq−p+µp− τ) is a dominant weight for U(q−p) with
ξ1 + µp− τ ≤ 0.
(ii) For generic parameters ni, ξj satisfying the conditions in (i), the dimension
of the vector space Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν) is
n!
∏p
i=1 2
|ni−µ(q−p)−2τ |∏p
i=1 |ni − µ(q − p)− 2τ |!
∏|ξµ|
k=1 hk(ξ
µ)
,
where hk(ξ
µ) is the hook length of the Young diagram with shape ξµ =
(−ξq−p − µp+ τ, . . . ,−ξ1 − µp+ τ).
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Proof. It is easy to see (i). Now we prove (ii). We know that dimSξ
µ
= dξ =
|ξµ|!∏
k hk(ξ
µ)
, where hk is the hook length of the Young diagram with the shape ξ
µ
at position k. Define
Cµn1,...,np = #{(α1, . . . , βp, n0) ∈ Ψ|αi + βi = −ni + µ(q − p) + 2τ, ∀i = 1, . . . , p},
and we have
Cµn1,...,np =
n!Πpi=12
αi+βi
Πpi=1(αi + βi)!n0!
.
So
dimFn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν) = C
µ
n1,...,np
dimSξ
µ
=
n!Πpi=12
(−ni+µ(q−p)+2τ)
Πpi=1(−ni + µ(q − p) + 2τ)!Π|ξ
µ|
k=1hk(ξ
µ)
.

From now on, we suppose the parameters ni, ξj for the M -moduleW are generic
and satisfy the conditions in theorem 4.3 (i).
4.2. Operator y˜k. We use the notation in section 2.2. From the Iwasawa decom-
position, we have that for any element X ∈ g
R
, X = Xk
R
+ Xa + Xn+ which
corresponding to the decomposition g
R
= k
R
+ a + n+ where n+ is defined in
the remark 2.2. For any g ∈ G and f ∈ Hpi⊗ν , g(f)(x) = f(g−1x) and from
lemma 4.2, the vector
∑
g(f) ⊗ v ∈ Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν) is uniquely determined by∑
g(f)|K(e)⊗v =
∑
f(g−1)⊗v. Thus if we consider the Lie algebra action, we have
that
∑
X(f) ⊗ v ∈ Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν) is uniquely determined by∑
(Xk
R
+Xa)(f)|K(e)⊗ v.
Notice that, for Ei,j ∈ g, we have:
Ei,j =
1
2
(
(Ei,j + Ej,i)−
√−1(√−1Ei,j −
√−1Ej,i)
)
.
From table 1, we have the following identities:
1 ≤ i < j ≤ p, Ei,p+j + Ep+j,i = 1
2
(v4i,j − v2i,j) + (Ep+i,p+j − Ep+j,p+i),
√−1(Ei,p+j − Ep+j,i) = 1
2
(w4i,j − w2i,j) +
√−1(Ep+i,p+j + Ep+j,p+i);
1 ≤ j < i ≤ p, Ei,p+j + Ep+j,i = −1
2
(v4j,i + v
2
j,i) + (Ej,i − Ei,j),
√−1(Ei,p+j − Ep+j,i) = 1
2
(w4j,i + w
2
j,i)−
√−1(Ej,i + Ei,j);
1 ≤ i ≤ p < j, Ei,p+j + Ep+j,i = −v6i,j + (Ep+i,p+j − Ep+j,p+i),√−1(Ei,p+j − Ep+j,i) = −w6i,j +
√−1(Ep+i,p+j + Ep+j,p+i);
1 ≤ i = j ≤ p, Ei,p+i + Ep+i,i = Ei,p+i + Ep+i,i,√−1(Ei,p+i − Ep+i,i) = w7i +
√−1(Ep+i,p+i − Ei,i).
Here we choose positive root as in the remark 2.2. Since n+ acts on the principal
series module by zero, we have as operators on Hpi⊗ν ,
Ei,p+j =


Ep+i,p+j , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ p;
−Ei,j , 1 ≤ j < i ≤ p;
Ep+i,p+j , 1 ≤ i ≤ p < j.
Ep+j,i =


−Ep+j,p+i, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ p;
Ej,i, 1 ≤ j < i ≤ p;
−Ep+j,p+i. 1 ≤ i ≤ p < j.
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Ei,p+i =
1
2
(Ei,p+i + Ep+i,i) +
1
2
(Ep+i,p+i − Eii),
Ep+i,i =
1
2
(Ei,p+i + Ep+i,i)− 1
2
(Ep+i,p+i − Eii), 1 ≤ i ≤ p.
So as operators on Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν), we have
y˜k = −
∑
i|j
Ei,j ⊗ (Ej,i)k
= −
∑
1≤i<j≤p
Ep+i,p+j ⊗ (Ep+j,i)k +
∑
1≤i<j≤p
Ep+j,p+i ⊗ (Ei,p+j)k
+
∑
1≤j<i≤p
Ei,j ⊗ (Ep+j,i)k −
∑
1≤j<i≤p
Ej,i ⊗ (Ei,p+j)k
−
∑
1≤i≤p<j
Ep+i,p+j ⊗ (Ep+j,i)k +
∑
1≤i≤p<j
Ep+j,p+i ⊗ (Ei,p+j)k
−
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
(Ei,p+i + Ep+i,i)⊗ (Ep+i,i)k −
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
(Ep+i,p+i − Ei,i)⊗ (Ep+i,i)k
−
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
(Ei,p+i + Ep+i,i)⊗ (Ei,p+i)k +
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
(Ep+i,p+i − Ei,i)⊗ (Ei,p+i)k.
Then using the invariant property, we have (as operators on Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν))
y˜k = −
∑
1≤i<j≤p
1⊗ (Ei,p+i)k −
∑
1≤j<i≤p
1⊗ (Ep+j,j)k −
∑
1≤i≤p<j
1⊗ (Ei,p+i)k
−
∑
1≤i≤p
ρi ⊗ (Ep+i,i)k −
∑
1≤i≤p
ρi ⊗ (Ei,p+i)k −
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
⊗ (Ep+i,i)k
−
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
⊗ (Ei,p+i)k + µ(p+ q)
2
∑
1≤i≤p
1⊗ (Ep+i,i)k − µ(p+ q)
2
∑
1≤i≤p
1⊗ (Ei,p+i)k
−
∑
k 6=l

− ∑
1≤i<j≤p
(Ep+i,p+j)l ⊗ (Ep+j,i)k +
∑
1≤i<j≤p
(Ep+j,p+i)l ⊗ (Ei,p+j)k+
∑
1≤j<i≤p
(Ei,j)l ⊗ (Ep+j,i)k −
∑
1≤j<i≤p
(Ej,i)l ⊗ (Ei,p+j)k
−
∑
1≤i≤p<j
(Ep+i,p+j)l ⊗ (Ep+j,i)k +
∑
1≤i≤p<j
(Ep+j,p+i)l ⊗ (Ei,p+j)k +
−
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
(Ep+i,p+i)l ⊗ (Ep+i,i)k +
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
(Ei,i)l ⊗ (Ep+i,i)k
+
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
(Ep+i,p+i)l ⊗ (Ei,p+i)k −
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
(Ei,i)l ⊗ (Ei,p+i)k

 .
Here ρi =
ν + ρ
2
(Ep+i,i + Ei,p+i).
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When q > p, we have
ρ =
1
2
∑
α∈∆res
+
α = −
∑
1≤i≤p
(p+ q − 2i+ 1)ai.
Then
ρi = −p+ q
2
+ i− 1
2
+
νi
2
.
So as operators on Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν),
y˜k
=
∑
1≤i≤p
(
p− q
2
− νi
2
− µ(p+ q)
2
)⊗ (Ei,p+i)k +
∑
1≤i≤p
(
q − p
2
− νi
2
+
µ(p+ q)
2
)⊗ (Ep+i,i)k
−
∑
k 6=l

− ∑
1≤i<j≤p
(Ep+i,p+j)l ⊗ (Ep+j,i)k +
∑
1≤i<j≤p
(Ep+j,p+i)l ⊗ (Ei,p+j)k
+
∑
1≤j<i≤p
(Ei,j)l ⊗ (Ep+j,i)k −
∑
1≤j<i≤p
(Ej,i)l ⊗ (Ei,j+p)k
−
∑
1≤i≤p<j
(Ep+i,p+j)l ⊗ (Ep+j,i)k +
∑
1≤i≤p<j
(Ep+j,p+i)l ⊗ (Ei,p+j)k +
−
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
(Ep+i,p+i)l ⊗ (Ep+i,i)k +
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
(Ei,i)l ⊗ (Ep+i,i)k
+
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
(Ep+i,p+i)l ⊗ (Ei,p+i)k −
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
(Ei,i)l ⊗ (Ei,p+i)k

 .
When q = p, we have
ρ =
∑
1≤i≤p
(−2p+ 2i− 1)ai.
Then
ρi = −p+ i− 1
2
+
νi
2
.
So as operators on Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν),
y˜k
=
∑
1≤i≤p
(−νi
2
− µp)⊗ (Ei,p+i)k +
∑
1≤i≤p
(−νi
2
+ µp)⊗ (Ep+i,i)k
−
∑
k 6=l

− ∑
1≤i<j≤p
(Ep+i,p+j)l ⊗ (Ep+j,i)k +
∑
1≤i<j≤p
(Ep+j,p+i)l ⊗ (Ei,p+j)k
+
∑
1≤j<i≤p
(Ei,j)l ⊗ (Ep+j,i)k −
∑
1≤j<i≤p
(Ej,i)l ⊗ (Ei,j+p)k
−
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
(Ep+i,p+i)l ⊗ (Ep+i,i)k +
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
(Ei,i)l ⊗ (Ep+i,i)k
+
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
(Ep+i,p+i)l ⊗ (Ei,p+i)k −
∑
1≤i≤p
1
2
(Ei,i)l ⊗ (Ei,p+i)k

 .
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4.3. Common eigenvectors for yk. Let W = V (n1)⊗ · · · ⊗ V (np)⊗ V (ξ) be an
irreducible module for M with generic parameters ni, ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξq−p) satisfying
the condition in theorem 4.3.
Let nµi = −ni+µ(q−p)+2τ , and nµ = (nµ1 , . . . , nµp ). Let ξµi = −ξq−p−i+1−µp+τ ,
and ξµ = (ξµ1 , . . . , ξ
µ
q−p). Let n
µ
ξ =
∑
ξµi = −
∑
ξi − µp(q − p) + (q − p)τ . Notice
that all nµi and ξ
µ
i are nonnegative integers and we have
∑p
i=1 n
µ
i +n
µ
ξ = n. Rewrite
(CN )⊗n as (CN )⊗n
µ
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ (CN )⊗nµp ⊗ (CN )⊗nµξ . Let Snµi be the subgroup of Sn
which is generated by permutations of the tensor factors in (CN )⊗n
µ
i . Let Snµ
ξ
be
the subgroup of Sn which is generated by permutations of the tensor factors in
(CN )⊗n
µ
ξ .
From section 4.1, we know that any vector in Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν) has the form:∑
i
ωi ⊗ ui1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uip ⊗ wi,
where ωi ∈W ⊗ 1ϑ, uij ∈ V (nµj ) ⊂ (CN )⊗n, and wi ∈ V (ξµ)⊗ Sξ
µ ⊂ (CN )⊗n.
Now choose a nonzero vector ω ∈W ⊗1ϑ with the highest weight, and a nonzero
vector wξµ ∈ V (ξµ) ⊂ (CN )⊗n
µ
ξ of weight ξµ.
For k = 1, . . . , p, define
uk = (ek − ek+p)⊗ · · · ⊗ (ek − ek+p)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
µ
k
times
∈ (CN )⊗nµk ,
where ei is the vector in C
N with 1 on the i-th position and 0 elsewhere. It is easy
to see that uk ∈ V (nµi ).
Define
(4) ̟s = ω ⊗ u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ up ⊗ (wξµ ⊗ wˆs), for s = 1, . . . , dξµ ,
where wˆs, as in lemma 2.3, are basis for the Specht module S
ξµ of Snµ
ξ
and are
common eigenvectors of Lˆi with eigenvalues αˆi,s.
We have the following properties:
Proposition 4.4. (i) ̟s is invariant under the action of Snµ
1
×· · ·×Snµp ⊂ Sn.
(ii) Under the action of Snµ
ξ
⊂ Sn, ̟s generates Sξµ .
(iii) The subgroup of Γ, 1× · · · × 1× Zn
µ
ξ
2 acts as −1.
(iv) Under the action of Sn, {̟i} generate Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν).
Proof. From the construction of ui, we can get (i) easily. Since ∀σ ∈ Snµ
ξ
we have
σ(̟s) = ω ⊗ u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ up ⊗ wξµ ⊗ σ(wˆs),
we get (ii).
From the construction, wξµ ∈ V (ξµ) ⊂ (CN )⊗n
µ
ξ . So wξµ ∈ Span{ei|i > 2p}
which implies (iii).
We can see that under the action of WBCn/Snµξ , ̟k generates a vector space
with dimension
n!Πpi=12
n
µ
i
Πpi=1n
µ
i !n
µ
ξ !
. Two vector spaces generated by different ̟i and ̟j
do not intersect since the last component wˆi and wˆj are linearly independent. So
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the total dimension of the space generated by {̟i} under the action of WBCn will
be
n!Πpi=12
n
µ
i
Πpi=1n
µ
i !n
µ
ξ !
· dξµ = n!Π
p
i=12
n
µ
i
Πpi=1n
µ
i !Π
n
µ
ξ
i=1hk(ξ
µ)
,
which equals to the dimension of Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν) we find in theorem 4.3. This proves
(iv). 
Remark 4.5. All the above discussions hold for q ≥ p. In fact, when q = p, nµξ = 0
and we can still do the above construction of ̟s. The only difference is that we do
not have the V (ξ) ⊗ Sξµ part, which makes things much simpler.
For r = 1, . . . , p, let mr =
∑r
i=1 n
µ
i and m0 = 0,mp+1 = n. Notice that when
q = p, we have mp = mp+1 = n.
Theorem 4.6. The vector ̟s defined by (4) is a common eigenvector of the oper-
ators yk, for k = 1, . . . , n, s = 1, . . . , dξµ . When q > p, the eigenvalue of yk on ̟s
is
λk,s =


νr
2 +
mr+mr−1
2 − k + 12 , for mr−1 < k ≤ mr, where r ≤ p;
− p−q−µ(p+q)2 + αˆk−mp+1,s, for mp < k ≤ mp+1.
When q = p, the eigenvalue of yk on ̟s is
λk,s =
νr
2
+
mr +mr−1
2
− k + 1
2
, for mr−1 < k ≤ mr.
In the rest of this section, we will prove this theorem. We divide the proof into
the following cases corresponding to the range of the index k.
4.3.1. Case 1: mr−1 < k ≤ mr, for r ≤ p and q > p. From the construction of ̟,
we know that the k-th factor of the tensor product must be er or er+p. Then as an
operator on ̟s, y˜k can be written as follows:
y˜k = (
p− q
2
− νr
2
− µ(p+ q)
2
)⊗ (Er,p+r)k + (q − p
2
− νr
2
+
µ(p+ q)
2
)⊗ (Ep+r,r)k
+
∑
l 6=k
mr−1<l≤mr
(γl
2
⊗ (Er,p+r)k − γl
2
⊗ (Ep+r,r)k
)
+
∑
r<t≤p
∑
mt−1<l≤mt
((Ep+r,p+t)l ⊗ (Ep+t,r)k + (Er,t)l ⊗ (Et,p+r)k)
−
∑
t<r
∑
mt−1<l≤mt
((Ep+r,p+t)l ⊗ (Et,p+r)k + (Er,t)l ⊗ (Ep+t,r)k)
+
∑
k 6=l

 ∑
1≤i≤p<j
(Ep+i,p+j)l ⊗ (Ep+j,i)k −
∑
1≤i≤p<j
(Ep+j,p+i)l ⊗ (Ei,p+j)k

 .
Notice that the vector ̟s can be written as
̟s = ω ⊗ (a⊗ (er)k ⊗ b− a⊗ (ep+r)k ⊗ b)⊗ wˆs.
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Then we have ∑
l 6=k
mr−1<l≤mr
(γl
2
⊗ (Er,p+r)k − γl
2
⊗ (Ep+r,r)k
)
(̟s)
=
∑
l 6=k
mr−1<l≤mr
ω ⊗ γl
2
(a⊗ (−er)k ⊗ b− a⊗ (ep+r)k ⊗ b)⊗ wˆs
= −1
2
∑
l 6=k
mr−1<l≤mr
Slkγlγk(̟s).
Similarly, for mt−1 < l ≤ mt, and t < s, we can write
̟ = ω ⊗ (a⊗ (et)l ⊗ b⊗ (er)k ⊗ c− a⊗ (et+p)l ⊗ b⊗ (er)k ⊗ c
−a⊗ (et)l ⊗ b⊗ (er+p)k ⊗ c+ a⊗ (et+p)l ⊗ b⊗ (er+p)k ⊗ c)⊗ wˆs.
Then
−
∑
t<r
∑
mt−1<l≤mt
((Ep+r,p+t)l ⊗ (Et,p+r)k + (Er,t)l ⊗ (Ep+t,r)k) (̟s)
= −
∑
t<r
∑
mt−1<l≤mt
ω ⊗ (a⊗ (er)l ⊗ b⊗ (et+p)k ⊗ c⊗ wˆs + a⊗ (er+p)l ⊗ b⊗ (et)k ⊗ c⊗ wˆs)
=
∑
t<r
∑
mt−1<l≤mt
1
2
(Skl − Sklγkγl)(̟s).
By a similar method, we can show that
∑
r<t≤p

 ∑
mt−1<l≤mt
(Ep+r,p+t)l ⊗ (Ep+t,r)k + (Er,t)l ⊗ (Et,p+r)k

 (̟s)
= −
∑
r<t≤p
∑
mt−1<l≤mt
1
2
(Skl + Sklγkγl)(̟s).
Now consider the last term. Since p+ j > 2p , we have
∑
k 6=l

 ∑
1≤i≤p<j
(Ep+i,p+j)l ⊗ (Ep+j,i)k −
∑
1≤i≤p<j
(Ep+j,p+i)l ⊗ (Ei,p+j)k

 (̟s)
=

 ∑
mp<l≤mp+1
∑
p<j
(Ep+r,p+j)l ⊗ (Ep+j,r)k

 (̟s).
Now suppose wξµ ⊗ wˆs =
∑
csi1,...,inµ
ξ
ei1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ einµ
ξ
, where by our construction, all
the indices iu > 2p. Then we can write
̟s = ω ⊗ a⊗ (er)k ⊗ b⊗ (
∑
csi1,...,inµ
ξ
ei1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ einµ
ξ
)
−ω ⊗ a⊗ (er+p)k ⊗ b⊗ (
∑
csi1,...,inµ
ξ
ei1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ einµ
ξ
).
It is easy to see that
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∑
mp<l≤mp+1
∑
p<j
(Ep+r,p+j)l ⊗ (Ep+j,r)k(̟s) = −
∑
mp<l≤mp+1
1
2
(Slk + Slkγlγk)(̟s).
From above discussion, we have
y˜k(̟s)
=
(
(
p− q
2
− νr
2
− µ(p+ q)
2
)⊗ (Er,p+r)k + (q − p
2
− νr
2
+
µ(p+ q)
2
)⊗ (Ep+r,r)k
−1
2
∑
l 6=k
mr−1<l≤mr
Slkγlγk +
∑
t<r
∑
mt−1<l≤mt
1
2
(Skl − Sklγkγl)
−
∑
r<t≤p
∑
mt−1<l≤mt
1
2
(Skl + Sklγkγl)−
∑
mp<l≤mp+1
1
2
(Slk + Slkγlγk)

 (̟s)
=
(
(
p− q
2
− νr
2
− µ(p+ q)
2
)⊗ (Er,p+r)k + (q − p
2
− νr
2
+
µ(p+ q)
2
)⊗ (Ep+r,r)k
−1
2
∑
l 6=k
Slkγlγk +
∑
t<r
∑
mt−1<l≤mt
1
2
Skl −
∑
r<t≤p
∑
mt−1<l≤mt
1
2
Skl

 (̟s).
From the construction of ̟s, we have
1
2
∑
k<l≤mr
Slk − 1
2
∑
mr−1<l<k
Slk =
mr − k
2
− k −mr−1 − 1
2
=
mr +mr−1 + 1
2
− k.
Then
yk(̟s) =
(
(
p− q
2
− νr
2
− µ(p+ q)
2
)⊗ (Er,p+r)k + (q − p
2
− νr
2
+
µ(p+ q)
2
)⊗ (Ep+r,r)k
+
p− q − µ(p+ q)
2
γk +
mr +mr−1 + 1
2
− k
)
(̟s).
Now let us write ̟s as
̟s = ω ⊗ a⊗ (er)k ⊗ b⊗ wˆs − ω ⊗ a⊗ (er+p)k ⊗ b⊗ wˆs.
We have(
(
p− q
2
− νr
2
− µ(p+ q)
2
)⊗ (Er,p+r)k + (q − p
2
− νr
2
+
µ(p+ q)
2
)⊗ (Ep+r,r)k
)
(̟s)
= −(p− q
2
− νr
2
− µ(p+ q)
2
)ω ⊗ a⊗ (er)⊗ b⊗ wˆs
+(
q − p
2
− νr
2
+
µ(p+ q)
2
)ω ⊗ a⊗ (er+p)⊗ b⊗ wˆs,
and
p− q − µ(p+ q)
2
γk(̟s) =
p− q − µ(p+ q)
2
ω⊗(a⊗(er)⊗b⊗wˆs+a⊗(ep+r)⊗b⊗wˆs).
Then
yk(̟s) = (
νr
2
+
mr +mr−1
2
− k + 1
2
)(̟s), for mr−1 < k ≤ mr, r ≤ p.
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4.3.2. Case 2: mr−1 < k ≤ mr, for r ≤ p and q = p. By a similar discussion, we
have,
y˜k(̟s)
=
(
(−νr
2
− µp)⊗ (Er,p+r)k + (−νr
2
+ µp)⊗ (Ep+r,r)k
+
∑
l 6=k
mr−1<l≤mr
(γl
2
⊗ (Er,p+r)k − γl
2
⊗ (Ep+r,r)k
)
+
∑
r<t≤p

 ∑
mt−1<l≤mt
(Ep+r,p+t)l ⊗ (Ep+t,r)k + (Er,t)l ⊗ (Et,p+r)k


−
∑
t<r

 ∑
mt−1<l≤mt
(Ep+r,p+t)l ⊗ (Et,p+r)k + (Er,t)l ⊗ (Ep+t,r)k



 (̟s).
Thus by a similar discussion as in the q > p case, we have
yk(̟s) =
(
(−νr
2
− µp)⊗ (Er,p+r)k + (−νr
2
+ µp)⊗ (Ep+r,r)k
−µpγk + mr +mr−1 + 1
2
− k
)
(̟s)
= (
νr
2
+
mr +mr−1
2
− k + 1
2
)(̟s), for mr−1 < k ≤ mr, r ≤ p,
which proved the theorem 4.6 for the q = p case.
4.3.3. Case 3: k > mp. Now let k > mp and q > p. In this case, as an operator on
̟s, y˜k has the following simple form:
y˜k = −
∑
k 6=l
∑
1≤i≤p<j
(Ep+j,p+i)l ⊗ (Ei,p+j)k
= −
p∑
r=1
∑
mr−1<l≤mr
∑
j>p
(Ep+j,p+r)l ⊗ (Er,p+j)k
=
∑
l≤mp
1
2
(Skl − Sklγkγl).
Then
yk(̟s) =

y˜k + p− q − µ(p+ q)
2
γk +
1
2
∑
l>k
Slk − 1
2
∑
l<k
Slk +
1
2
∑
l 6=k
Slkγlγk

 (̟s)
=

∑
l≤mp
1
2
(Skl − Sklγkγl)− p− q − µ(p+ q)
2
+
1
2
∑
l>k
Slk − 1
2
∑
mp<l<k
Slk
−1
2
∑
l≤mp
Slk +
1
2
∑
l>k
Slk +
1
2
∑
mp<l<k
Slk +
1
2
∑
l≤mp
Slkγlγk

 (̟s)
=
(
−p− q − µ(p+ q)
2
+
∑
l>k
Slk
)
(̟s).
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Notice the action of
∑
l>k Slk on ̟s only affects the component wˆs. From the
construction of wˆs, it is easy to see that
∑
l>k Slk(wˆs) = αˆk−mp+1,s(wˆs), where αˆi,s
is defined in lemma 2.3 and only depends on the partition ξµ.
Thus in this case, we have
yk(̟s) = (−p− q − µ(p+ q)
2
+ αˆk−mp+1,s)̟s.
4.4. Image of the Harish-Chandra modules. We continue to use the setup in
section 4.3. Let Hn(κ1, κ2) be the type BCn dAHA with parameters as in theorem
3.6.
For i = 1, . . . , p, let Hi := Hnµi (κ1) be a type Anµi −1 dAHA generated by Snµi
and ymi−1+1, . . . , ymi . Let Hξ := Hnµξ (κ1, κ2) be a type BCnµξ dAHA generated
by Snµ
ξ
⋉ Z
n
µ
ξ
2 and ymp+1, . . . , yn. Then H := ⊗pi=1Hi ⊗ Hξ is a subalgebra of
Hn(κ1, κ2).
Let P be the Specht module of Snµξ . Define a H-module structure on P by
letting Snµi act trivially, Z
n
µ
ξ
2 act by −1 and yi act on P by yi(̟s) = λi,s̟s for
s = 1, . . . , dξµ . Here, ̟s and λi,s are defined in theorem 4.6.
Define
P˜ = IndHn(κ1,κ2)H P .
We have
Theorem 4.7. The image of the Harish-Chandra module Hpi⊗ν under the functor
Fn,p,µ is isomorphic to P˜ as Hn(κ1, κ2)-modules.
Proof. Define a linear map
θ : P → Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν),
˜̟ s 7→ ̟s,
and extend it to P˜ as a Hn(κ1, κ2)-module homomorphism. It is surjective from
proposition 4.4.
Now compute the dimension of P˜ . Since
|Γ˜| = 2nµξ nµξ !
p∏
i=1
nµi !,
we have
|WBCn/Γ˜| =
2nn!
2n
µ
ξ nµξ !
∏p
i=1 n
µ
i
=
n!
∏p
i=1 2
nµp
nµξ !
∏p
i=1 n
µ
i
.
Notice that dimP = n
µ
ξ !
Πhk(ξµ)
, thus
dim P˜ = n!
∏p
i=1 2
nµp∏p
i=1 n
µ
i Πhk(ξ
µ)
.
By comparing the dimension, we can see that θ is an isomorphism which proves
the theorem. 
Corollary 4.8. When n = 1, Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν) is the principal series module for
H1(κ1, κ2) with character λ1,1.
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5. Infinitesimal characters
From now on, we assume the rank of the dAHA n = 1 and q > p. Then the
possible M -module W with the form (3) has the following parameters:
Case 1: All ni = µ(q− p)+ 2τ and γj = −µp+ τ except one nk = µ(q− p)+ 2τ − 1
for some 1 ≤ k ≤ p;
Case 2: all ni = µ(q − p) + 2τ and γj = −µp+ τ except γq−p = −µp+ τ − 1.
We want to compute y21 by using the infinitesimal character of g = glN . Most of
the computations in this section are done by using the software Mathematica 6.0.
5.1. Casimir elements and y21. The Casimir elements are a family of elements
in Z(g) ⊂ U(g) which are defined by:
Ck =
∑
i1,...,ik
Ei1,i2Ei2,i3 · · ·Eik,i1 , for k = 1, . . . , n.
Define the action of Ck on Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν) by letting it act on the 0-th component,
i.e., on the Hpi⊗ν part.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose n = 1. As operators on Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν),
y21 = −
1
3
C3 +
1
2
(
p+ q
3
+ µ(q − p) + 2τ)C2 + (p+ q)
2
12
− 1
3
(5)
+
1
4
(p− q − 2τ)2µ2 − 1
6
pq(p− q)(p+ q)µ(1− µ2)
+
1
6
(p+ q)τ(2 − (p+ q)τ + 3µτ(p− q)− 4τ2).
Proof. The proof is based on direct computations. At first, as operators on Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν),
we have
y˜21
=
∑
i|kj
Ei,jEk,i ⊗ Ej,k
= −
∑
i|kj
Ei,jEk,iEj,k ⊗ 1− (µp− τ)
∑
i≤p<j
Ei,jEj,i ⊗ 1 + (µq + τ)
∑
j≤p<i
Ei,jEj,i ⊗ 1
= −
∑
i|k,j
Ei,j(Ej,kEk,i + Ek,kδi,j − Ej,i)⊗ 1− (µp− τ)
∑
i≤p<j
Ei,jEj,i ⊗ 1
+(µq + τ)
∑
j≤p<i
Ei,jEj,i ⊗ 1
= −
∑
i|kj
Ei,jEj,kEk,i ⊗ 1 + (p+ q + µ(q − p) + 2τ)
∑
i≤p<j
Ei,jEj,i ⊗ 1
−p(p+ µq + τ)⊗ 1− γ
2
+ (p+ µq + τ)q ⊗ 1 + γ
2
− µpq(p+ q)(p+ µq + τ),
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and
C2 =
∑
i,j
Ei,jEj,i
=
∑
i≤p<j
Ei,jEj,i +
∑
j≤p<i
Ei,jEj,i +
∑
i,j>p
Ei,jEj,i +
∑
i,j≤p
Ei,jEj,i
=
∑
i≤p<j
Ei,jEj,i +
∑
j≤p<i
(Ej,iEi,j + Ei,i − Ej,j) +
∑
i,j>p
Ei,jEj,i +
∑
i,j≤p
Ei,jEj,i
= 2
∑
i≤p<j
Ei,jEj,i + (q − p+ 2µp− 2τ)⊗ 1− γ
2
+ (p+ q − 2µq − 2τ)⊗ 1 + γ
2
+q(µp− τ)2 + p(µq + τ)2 − µpq(p+ q).
For C3, we have:
C3 =
∑
i,j,k
Ei,jEj,kEk,i
= 3
∑
i|jk
Ei,jEj,kEk,i +
∑
ijk
Ei,jEj,kEk,i − 2
∑
i|jk
Ei,jEj,i + 2
∑
i|jk
Ek,jEj,k
−
∑
i|j
Ei,iEj,j −
∑
i|j
Ej,jEi,i.
As operators on Fn,p,µ(Hpi⊗ν),
∑
ijk
Ei,jEj,kEk,i
= (−3(µq + τ)2 + 3p(µq + τ))1 + γ
2
+ (−3(µp− τ)2 − 3q(µp− τ))1 − γ
2
+p(µq + τ)3 − q(µp− τ)3 − 1,
−2
∑
i|jk
Ei,jEj,i + 2
∑
i|jk
Ek,jEj,k
= −2(p+ q)
∑
i≤p<j
Ei,jEj,i + (2p
2 + 2pq + 4p(µp− τ))1 − γ
2
−4q(µq + τ)1 + γ
2
+ 2pq((µp− τ)2 + (µq + τ)2) + 2µpq(p2 + pq),
and
−
∑
i|j
Ei,iEj,j −
∑
i|j
Ej,jEi,i
= 2p(µq + τ)(1 − γ)− 2q(µp− τ)(1 + γ) + 4pq(µp− τ)(µq + τ).
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Thus we have
C3
= 3
∑
i|jk
Ei,jEj,kEk,i − 1− 2(p+ q)
∑
i≤p<j
Ei,jEj,i
+(−3(µp− τ)2 − 3q(µp− τ) + 2p2 + 2pq + 4µp(p+ q))1− γ
2
+(−3(µq + τ)2 + 3p(µq + τ)− 4µq(p+ q))1 + γ
2
+ 2pq((µp− τ)2 + (µq + τ)2)
+2µpq(p2 + pq) + p(µq + τ)3 − q(µp− τ)3 + 4pq(µp− τ)(µq + τ).
Notice that
y21 = (y˜1 +
p− q − µ(p+ q)
2
γ)2 = y˜21 +
(p− q − µ(p+ q))2
4
.
So we have (5).

Remark 5.2. Proposition 5.1 also holds when p = q. In that case, we have a
simpler formula:
y21 = −
1
3
C3 + (
p
3
+ τ)C2 +
p2
3
− 1
3
+ τ2 +
2
3
pτ(1 − pτ − 2τ2).
5.2. Infinitesimal characters for principal series modules. Let Hpi⊗ν be the
principal series module associated to the irreducible representation (π,W ) of M
and ν ∈ a∗
C
. Let m be the complexification of the Lie algebra of M , and ts be
its Cartan subalgebra. Let ∆+(m, ts) be the set of positive roots with respect to
(m, ts). Let
ρ(m) =
1
2
∑
α∈∆+(m,ts)
α.
Suppose (π,W ) has a highest weight vector with highest weight λ0 ∈ (ts)∗.
Lemma 5.3 (See [Vog]). The infinitesimal character of Hpi⊗ν is (λ, ν), where
λ = λ0 + ρ(m). Moreover, for any z ∈ Z(g), z acts on Hpi⊗ν by
(λ, ν)(ξ(z)),
where ξ is the Harish-Chandra map for G.
Choose the Cartan subalgebra t of g to be the subalgebra consisting of all diag-
onal matrices. Let ϕ : Z(g)→ U(t) be the restriction map. Then we have
ϕ(C2) =
p+q∑
i=1
E2ii +
p+q∑
i=1
(p+ q − 2i+ 1)Eii;
ϕ(C3) =
p+q∑
i=1
E3ii +
p+q∑
i=1
(2(p+ q)− 3i+ 1)E2ii +
p+q∑
i=1
(p+ q − i)(p+ q − 2i+ 1)Eii
+
∑
i<j
(−p− q + 2i− 1)Ejj −
∑
i<j
EiiEjj .
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Let
B =
1√
2

 −Ip IpIp Ip √
2Iq−p

 .
Then we have
B2 = Ip+q , and B

 h aa h
Iq−p

B =

 −a+ h a+ h
b

 ,
where a = diag(a1, . . . , ap), h = diag(h1, . . . , hp), b = diag(b1, . . . , bq−p).
Then B conjugates the Cartan subalgebra t of g to another Cartan subalgebra
a+ ts. Since the Harish-Chandra map ξ corresponding to the Cartan subalgebra t
is
ξ : Eii 7→ Eii − p+ q − 2i+ 1
2
,
then the action of Ci on Hpi⊗ν is the multiplication by
ci = (λ, ν)(ξ(Bϕ(Ci)B)).
Now consider the special case.
Case 1.
λ = (µ(q − p) + 2τ, . . . , µ(q − p) + 2τ, µ(q − p) + 2τ − 1, µ(q − p) + 2τ, . . . ,
µ(q − p) + 2τ, q − p− 1
2
− µp+ τ, . . . ,−q − p− 1
2
− µp+ τ),
ν = (ν1, . . . , νp), where µ(q − p) + 2τ − 1 appears in the k-th position.
We can find that
c2 =
1
2
p∑
i=1
ν2i −
p3
6
− pq
2
2
+
p
6
+
1
2
+ µ(p− q) + −p
3µ2 + pq2µ2
2
− 2τ + τ2(p+ q);
c3 =
p+ q
4
p∑
i=1
ν2i −
3ν2k
4
− pq
3
4
− p
2q2
4
+
q2
4
− p
3q
12
+
7pq
12
+
q
4
− p
4
12
+
p2
3
+
p
4
− 1
−3µ(p− q)
4
p∑
i=1
ν2i +
1
4
µ3pq3 − 3
4
µ3p2q2 − 1
4
µ3p3q +
3
4
µ3p4 +
1
4
µ2pq3
+
1
4
µ2p2q2 − 3
4
µ2q2 − 1
4
µ2p3q +
3
2
µ2pq − 1
4
µ2p4 − 3
4
µ2p2 − 1
4
µpq3 +
3
4
µp2q2
−1
2
µq2 − 3
4
µp3q +
1
4
µpq +
3
4
µq +
1
4
µp4 +
1
4
µp2 − 3
4
µp+
3τ
2
p∑
i=1
ν2i + τ
3(p+ q)
−3τ2 + 3
2
µ2τpq2 − 3
2
µ2τp3 − 3µτq + 3µτp− 3
2
τpq2 − 1
2
τp3 +
1
2
τp+
3
2
τ.
Then from proposition 5.1, we have
y21 =
ν2k
4
= λ21,1,
which is compatible with the eigenvalue we found in theorem 4.6.
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Remark 5.4. When q = p, from remark 5.2, we know that it is similar to case 1.
In that case, we have
λ = (2τ, . . . , 2τ, 2τ − 1, 2τ, . . . , 2τ),
ν = (ν1, . . . , νp), where −1 appears in the k-th position.
Then c2 and c3 can be obtained by letting p = q in the above formulas. We get
similar results which are compatible to theorem 4.6.
Case 2.
λ = (µ(q − p) + 2τ, . . . , µ(q − p) + 2τ, q − p− 1
2
− µp+ τ, . . . ,−q − p− 1
2
− µp+ τ − 1),
ν = (ν1, . . . , νp).
In this case, we can find that
c2 =
1
2
p∑
i=1
ν2i −
pq2
2
+ q − p
3
6
− 5p
6
+
1
2
µ2pq2 − 1
2
µ2p3 + 2µp− 2τ + τ2(p+ q);
c3 =
p+ q
4
p∑
i=1
ν2i −
pq3
4
− p
2q2
4
− p
3q
12
+
25pq
12
− p
4
12
− 11p
2
12
− 1
+
3µ(q − p)
4
p∑
i=1
ν2i +
1
4
µ3pq3 − 3
4
µ3p2q2 − 1
4
µ3p3q +
3
4
µ3p4 +
1
4
µ2pq3
+
1
4
µ2p2q2 − 1
4
µ2p3q − 1
4
µ2p4 − 3µ2p2 − 1
4
µpq3 +
3
4
µp2q2 − 3
4
µp3q
−7
4
µpq +
1
4
µp4 +
15
4
µp2 − 5
2
τp− 1
2
τp3 + 3τq − 3
2
τpq2 + 6µτp
−3
2
µ2τp3 +
3
2
µ2τpq2 − 3τ2 + τ3(p+ q).
Then from proposition 5.1, we have that y21 acts by
y21 = (
q − p+ µ(p+ q)
2
)2 = λ21,1,
which is also compatible with the eigenvalue we found in theorem 4.6.
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